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Noam Chomsky on American/Soviet Imperialism
Noam Chomsky presents a classic analysis of war as Union’s movements into smaller countries are part of the
a cultural phenomenon. The lectures were given at the same cultural phenomenon. The two superpowers just
University of Central America during the context of the exported different commodities.
Sandinista-United States conflict. They are not, however,
Lecture Three contains a detailed explanation of U.S.
simply artifacts of that time.
foreign policy in Central America, and Chomsky, here, is
Chomsky’s description of the United States as an ag- both strongest and weakest. The strength of the lecture
gressor nation against smaller sovereign states is gener- lies in its well-researched and logically presented case
ally viewed as dissident opinion; however, reading this for the author’s position. It also contains the strongest
work as such limits its potential value for the cultural and most evocative language, concluding with an impasscholar. Taken outside the context of the exigency on sioned appeal for the audience to reject both the United
which it primarily brings a focus, The Managua Lectures States’ desires and especially the self-fulfilling prophecy
is best read as a chronicle of the development of war as a of becoming a Soviet state.
twentieth-century, American cultural phenomenon.
Lectures Four and Five examine U.S. national secuLecture One sets the historical stage by citing the rity policy, foreign and domestic policies and their relarelationship between U.S. aggressive actions and the tionships, and the arms race. Chomsky’s calls for action
growth, internationally, of U.S.-based businesses. The have become somewhat dated in the ten years since the
problem with Chomsky for most readers is his use of lectures were first presented, but the cultural analysis restrong, direct language. For example, he proclaims that mains provocative.
President Franklin Roosevelt’s Four Freedoms as the war
Of course, Chomsky is a scholar-activist, and, as such,
aims of the allies in World War II should include “the Fifth
is himself part of the uniqueness of American twentiethFreedom,” which he calls the “freedom to rob and to excentury culture. Reading his highly persuasive writing
ploit” (p. 7). Chomsky’s primary target for criticism is
the United States, but he also points out “that nothing in with any degree of objectivity seems a task doomed to
failure. Even so, it is still well worth the effort.
this record is unique to the United States” (p. 11).
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